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Experimental Investigation of a Draft Tube Spouted Bed for
Effects of Geometric Parameters on Operation
Seyednezamaddin Azizaddini, Weigang Lin and Kim Dam-Johansen
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Building 229, 2800
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
Abstract. Experiments are performed in a draft tube spouted bed (DTSB) to investigate effects of the operating conditions
and the geometric parameters on the hydrodynamics. Geometry parameters, such as heights of the entrained zone, draft tube
inner diameter, inner angle of the conical section were studied. Increasing the draft tube inner diameter, sharper inner angle
of the conical section and higher height of entrained zone increase the internal solid circulation rate and the pressure drop.
Even though, for all different configurations, higher gas feeding rate leads to higher internal solid circulation rate considering
a maximum value.

INTRODUCTION
Conventional spouted bed (CSB) is an effective gas-solid contact system for coarse particles [1, 2]. Different configuration of spouted beds were applied to improve the spouting performance, gas-solid contact, solid circulation rate and
gas flow distribution [3, 4, 5]. Cylindrical-conical [6, 7], rectangular-pyramidal [8, 9] and conical configurations [4]
are the examples of modifications on conventional spouted beds. Inserting a tube to the spouting stream of a CSB will
form a draft tube spouted bed (DTSB) [1].
DTSB has advantages on stability, flexibility and controllability of the gas and solid residence time, internal
solid circulation rate and gas flow distribution. Thus, the DTSB systems are widely utilized in different industries,
e.g. gasification [10], pyrolysis [11], pharmaceutical [12, 13], particle drying [7], mixing and coating [6, 8]. A
systematic study is required on a DTSB to investigate effects of the operating conditions and geometric parameters on
hydrodynamics to fulfil lack of a consistent and comprehensive data base.
In this study, effects of operating conditions such as particle size and total gas flow rate, and geometric parameters
such as diameter of the draft tube, height of entrained zone and angle of the conical section are investigated on
hydrodynamics of a DTSB test rig, parameters such as pressure drop through the dense bed and internal solid
circulation rate.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Experiments were carried out in a lab-scale DTSB set-up, made of transparent Plexiglassr to facilitate visual
observation qualitatively and quantitatively. The test rig comprises of two sections, a conical-cylindrical tube as annular
section and a cylindrical tube as draft tube section, as illustrated in Figure 1. The cylinders are mounted coaxially while
the gap between bottom of the draft tube and the cone (height of entrained zone) is adjustable. The alternative design
parameters are stated as in Table 1 where total height of the device, diameter of the annular section and height of the
draft tube are 350, 60 and 125 mm, respectively.
Particle sets in narrow size ranges were prepared for performing the experiments. Samples are quartz sand (sea
shore sand) particles in size range of (125-212), (212-350), (350-500), (500-707), (1000-2000) and (2000-2360) µ m.
Two pressure transducers record the pressure difference between bottom and top of the dense bed, pressure
indicators PI1 and PI2. Internal solid circulation rate (ISCR) in the draft tube and annular section are equal while
the set-up is operated under steady state condition. The ISCR is calculated by measuring the descending velocity of a
tracer particle on outer wall of the annular section.
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FIGURE 1.

Draft tube spouted bed test rig

TABLE 1. Alternative geometric parameters of the DTSB
Parameters
Symbols
Unit
Values
Annulus diameter
Inner angle of the cone
Diameter of draft tube
Height of draft tube
Height of entrained zone

DAN
α
DDT
HDT
HEZ ,

mm
degree
mm
mm
mm

60
55, 80
14, 17
125
20, 30, 40

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pressure Drop
Figure 2 shows the pressure drop as a function of gas flow rate (a) with different particle sizes and (b) various
combination of the geometric parameters. Vertical axis, in Figure 2, is the pressure drop through the unit height of
the dense bed (∆P/HDB ) and horizontal axis shows the total gas feeding rate in standard liter per minute (SLPM). At
higher total gas flow rates, pressure drop decreases which represents lower flow of the gas to the dense bed in the
annular section. Only variable parameter in Ergun correlation [14], see Equation 1, is gas velocity and while the other
parameters (void and particle size) are constant, lower gas velocity results in lower pressure drop.
Vg
∆P
(1 − ε )2
(1 − ε ) Vg 2
µg 2 + 1.75
ρg
= 150
(1)
3
HDB
ε
ε3
dp
dp
From Figure 2-(b), it is shown that sharper angle of the conical section leads to lower pressure drop which can be
implied as lower distribution of the feeding gas to the annular section. Larger height of the entrained zone shifts the
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minimum stable spouting velocity (where pressure drop is minimum and internal solid circulation rate is maximum)
to higher gas feeding rates and also is contributed to higher pressure drop. It takes place considering higher possibility
of gas flow to the dense bed due to larger entrained zone. Smaller diameter of the draft tube causes operation under
lower gas feeding rates and less sensitivity of pressure drop to the total gas flow rate.
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Pressure drop over the draft tube spouted bed. (a) Different particle sizes, (b) Various geometric parameters
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Internal solid circulation rate is measured considering the particle velocity on the outer surface of the annular section
along the first 5 cm from top of the moving dense bed. It assumes that velocity of the single particle represents the
velocity of the moving bed in the cylindrical part of the annular section [5]. ISCR results of different particle sizes
in the DTSB set-up are represented in Figure 3-(a). ISCR increases by increasing the total gas flow rate. This trend
reaches a maximum which is corresponded to the minimum stable spouting condition.
Figure 3-(b) shows the effect of combination of the geometric parameters on ISCR. Sharper angle of the conical
part increases the ISCR and shifts the maximum ISCR to lower gas flow rates. It takes place due to lower restriction
of the particles flow from the cylindrical part of the annular section down to the entrained zone. Larger height of the
entrained zone leads to higher ISCR and it also can be explained by lower restriction against the flow of particles to
the entrained zone which particles may easily be washed to the draft tube and transported upward. Higher ISCR is
experienced for a draft tube with a larger diameter due to larger surface area of the tube.
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Internal solid circulation rate. (a) Different particle sizes, (b) Various geometric parameters
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CONCLUSION
Investigation on hydrodynamics of a DTSB bed reveals that:
•
•

•

•

Larger height of the entrained zone leads to a higher pressure drop which implies as flow of higher fraction of the
gas to the annular section, and also higher solid hold-up in the draft tube which represents as higher ISCR.
Changes on inner angle of the conical section has a direct influence on pressure drop and indirect effect on ISCR
which it might be explained by higher restriction against the flow of particles from the annular section to the
entrained zone.
Larger diameter of the draft tube is contributed to lower pressure drop but higher ISCR. It is resulted from larger
surface area of the tube which leads to lower restriction against the flow of gas and solid therefore lower pressure
drop and higher ISCR take place.
Distribution of the gas between the draft tube and the annular dense section is also estimated from the pressure
drop data and application of the Ergun correlation.

Possible comparison of the present results with the former studies represents a good agreement on the trend of
changes on pressure drop and internal solid circulation rate.
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